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Abstract

This paper proposes an algorithm for delivery route optimization problems and describes its ap-

plication to real problems in Japanese banks. For delivery route optimization problems in the real

world, an algorithm is required to minimize the number of routes while handling various complicated

constraints. Techniques for modeling real problems with an abstract model provided by the algorithm

are also required. The algorithm proposed in this paper provides a model and constraints that were

designed for describing real problems, such as deliveries from multiple depots, time windows of cus-

tomers, and reuse of vehicles. A mechanism for minimizing number of routes used by the algorithm,

called the objective tuning method, guides local search so that selected routes will shrink and disappear.

Through case studies of logistics problems in Japanese banks, the algorithm is shown to be capable of

modeling and solving real problems.
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1. Introduction

Delivery route optimization in the real world involving various constraints has recently become

feasible as a result of the ready availability of digital road maps at low prices, the development of

optimization techniques represented by meta-heuristics, and the increase in computing power.

At the same time, companies in various �elds, such as manufacturing, sales, and banking, have

begun to focus on reducing their logistics costs by applying delivery route optimization. In

this paper, an algorithm that aims to handle real problems of delivery route optimization is

proposed, and its applications to logistics problems in Japanese banks are introduced.

Delivery route optimization problems, which are also called vehicle routing problems (VRPs),

vary widely according to the models and constraints involved. An algorithm developed by the

authors currently handles the following abstract model and constraints:

� Di�erent types (capacities) of vehicles start from multiple depots, visit certain points, and

return to the original depots, while each vehicle can return to its original depot at any time

to load or unload goods. (This is called reuse of vehicles.)

� A speci�ed quantity of goods is delivered to or picked up from each point by a vehicle.

� For each depot, various values are speci�ed: the number of vehicles based at the depot, the

working times of the drivers (e.g., from 9:00 to 17:00), the rest times of the drivers (e.g.,

one hour after 12:00), and so on.

� For each point, various values are speci�ed: the quantity of goods to be delivered or picked
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up, the time required for loading or unloading, the time window in which vehicles are

allowed to visit, the maximum or minimum size of vehicles that can visit the point (e.g.,

below four tons), the base depots of the vehicles that can visit the point, and so on.

Note that it is called an abstract model because it may be mapped to concrete models in ways

that di�er from the above description.

Because delivery route optimization problems belong to the class of NP-hard combinatorial

optimization problems, approximation algorithms are generally used for them. Early studies of

delivery route optimization discussed approximation algorithms whose objective was to min-

imize the total running time, and that handled simple constraints such as load capacity and

time windows. In the real world, however, it is necessary to consider many constraints, and

thus it sometimes turns out that such algorithms that assume simple constraints are not ap-

plicable. For example, a well-known lexicographic search for the traveling salesman problem

with time windows (TSPTW) by Savelsbergh [1], which can check the feasibility of an edge

exchange in O(1) time, is not applicable if penalized (infeasible) solutions are allowed. This

is because, when solutions may have penalties, it is necessary to scan each route a�ected by

a neighborhood operation in order to calculate a penalty along the route. Note that, when

real problems with various complicated constraints are considered, it is reasonable to allow

penalized solutions, because the existence of feasible solutions is not guaranteed, and also be-

cause a search space should not be restricted. Moreover, many studies in the literature handle

problems whose objectives are to minimize the total running time of vehicles, while the ob-

jectives of real problems are to minimize the number of routes (vehicles used). A few rare

examples that handle minimization of the number of routes are a tabu-search-based algorithm

by Potvin et al. [2] that performs vehicle reduction and time reduction by turns, and tabu-

and guided-local-search-based algorithms by de Backer et al. [3] that introduce dummy routes

to serve unvisited points and penalize them according to their lengths. Note that algorithms

for minimizing the total running time are not suÆciently applicable to real problems, because

(transitions to) solutions that minimize the total running time are not necessarily the same

as (transitions to) solutions that minimize the number of routes, and they sometimes di�er

greatly. Therefore, to be applicable to real problems, such an algorithm is required to minimize

the number of routes while handling various complicated constraints.

This paper introduces an algorithm developed by the authors, which is an example of such

algorithms for handling real problems, and which handles the above-mentioned model and

constraints. The algorithm uses iterated local search as a meta-heuristic framework, and has a
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mechanism for reducing the number of routes in escaping from local opts and in local searching.

Two escape methods are provided in the algorithm: one is to extract nodes in selected routes

and insert them into any nonempty routes, and the other is to simply tune the objective function

values of selected routes to augment them (the objective tuning method). The objective tuning

method also guides a local search so that selected routes will shrink and disappear. The

considered optimization objectives are minimization of the number of routes, minimization of

the total running time, and minimization of the maximum number of routes, which involves

minimization of the maximum value among a number of routes assigned to each depot. When

the primary objective is minimization of the number of routes or the maximum number of

routes, the secondary objective, minimization of the total running time, is also considered.

Because the models and constraints of real problems are not necessarily the same as those

provided by algorithms, it is generally necessary to create concrete models for real problems

by using abstract models of algorithms. For example, many problems involve deliveries on

multiple days, where delivery points need to be grouped into two subsets so that each of them

can be served once in two days, while some points need to be served on both days. Although

the above-mentioned model does not seem to be applicable to this type of problem it turns out

to be applicable if a depot is logically represented by two depots, and solving the problem will

minimize the maximum number of routes. For other types of problems, it may necessary to

simplify the actual model to handle the abstract models provided by algorithms. Motivations

for solving real problems may be classi�ed into two types: tactical, where the aim is to estimate

a cost after changing a delivery operation, and operational, where the aim is to make plans

of daily operations. Models of the former type are often allowed to be simpli�ed. Precisely

speaking, for tactical problems, the person who uses a delivery route optimization tool maybe

not a customer who has a real problem but a consultant who wants to analyze the total cost,

including the hidden costs of modeling; therefore, factors neglected in simplifying models are

compensated for. As a real-world example of delivery operations, this paper introduces the

replenishment of cash in autonomous teller machines (ATMs).

In Section 2, general approaches to the delivery route optimization are introduced, while in

Section 3, the authors' algorithm is proposed. Section 4 describes case studies of delivery route

optimization in Japanese banks, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. A simple instance in which the optimal solutions for two optimization objectives, minimization of the

number of routes and minimization of the total running time, are di�erent.

2. General approaches to delivery route optimization

Almost every approximation algorithm for delivery route optimization uses local search. Local

search is a type of algorithm in which such a solution t that F (s; t 2 N(s)) = Y is found

repeatedly to update s = t until F (s;8 t 2 N(s)) = N is satis�ed, where N(s) is a set of

neighborhood solutions of a solution s, and F (s; t) = fY;Ng is an evaluation function for

deciding whether a solution t is more optimal than a solution s; for example, given an objective

function f(x), it is de�ned as F (s; t) = fY; N : Y if f(s) > f(t); N if f(s) � f(t)g.

Various neighborhood operations for delivery route optimization have been proposed, such as

2-opt, Or-opt, shift, interchange, and cross [6], all of which aim to reduce the running time. No

neighborhood operation that is e�ective for reducing the number of routes has been proposed,

and actually it seems impossible to devise such operations. Consequently, the transitions of

solutions should be well guided, for example, in a local search or a meta-heuristic. Note that

there are cases in which a solution should locally move in a direction that increases the total

running time in order to reduce the number of routes. For example, the minimum number of

routes is achieved for the instance in Fig. 1 when the total length is longer than the shortest

route solution by r. Because, on the other hand, problems of sizes often seen in the real world

have many bad local opts, algorithms should include mechanisms for escaping from local opts.

The following are existing meta-heuristic frameworks in which local search is coupled with such

mechanisms, and by which algorithms for delivery route optimization have been constructed:

� Algorithms that start with a solution and �nd neighboring solutions one by one

{ Simulated Annealing (SA) [9]

{ Iterated Local Search (ILS) [4,5]

{ Tabu Search (TS) [3,7,8,9]

{ Guided Local Search (GLS) [3,10]

� Algorithms that start with a set of solutions and �nd neighboring sets of solutions one by
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one

{ Genetic Algorithm (GA) [11,12,13]

{ Rochat-Taillard's algorithm (RT) [14]

The ideas behind them are that a better local opt may exist near a good local opt, and that

a better local opt may be constructed by combining good local opts. For more details, see a

chapter in a text by Gendreau et al. [15]. According to the literature, they have search powers

to a certain extent; however, when they are applied to real problems, good results cannot be

expected without incorporating mechanisms to reduce the number of routes, because the aim

of a local search used in them as a subroutine is to minimize the running time. The algorithm

proposed in the next section o�ers an example of such a mechanism.

3. An algorithm for delivery route optimization in real problems

Delivery route optimization problems in the real world require an algorithm that can minimize

the number of routes while handling complicated constraints. In this section, one such approach,

an algorithm that guides a local search to escape from local opts and to reduce the number of

routes is proposed.

3.1. Local search

The algorithm by the authors for delivery route optimization problems involves the following

objective functions:

L(s) Sum of the total running time and the total stopping time of vehicles

P (s) Penalty (the extent to which constraints are violated)

R(s) Number of routes,

where s is an input solution. When the optimization objective is minimization of the number

of routes or the total running time, the number of routes R(s) is de�ned as follows:

R(s) =
P

i2D ri,

where ri is a number of routes assigned to a depot i, and D is a set of depots. When the

optimization objective is minimization of the maximum number of routes, R(s) is de�ned as

follows:

R(s) = rmax +
�P (ri=rmax)2

rsum
for all i 2 D; ri 6= rmax

�
;

rsum =
P

i2D ri;

rmax = maxi2D ri:
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Note that the closer the numbers of routes assigned to each depot, the greater the second term

of R(s).

An evaluation function F (s; t) referenced in local search is de�ned in accordance with the

optimization objective as follows:

Minimization of the running time:

F (s; t) =

8>>><
>>>:

Y
P (s) � P (t) and

L(s) + P (s) > L(t) + P (t)

N otherwise

Minimization of the number of routes,

minimization of the maximum number of routes:

F (s; t) =

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

Y

2
666666664

P (s) � P (t) and

L(s) + P (s) > L(t) + P (t) and

(P (s) > 0 or R(s) � R(t))

or

P (s) � P (t) and R(s) > R(t)

3
777777775

N otherwise

The local search used in the algorithm applies four neighborhood operations: 2-opt, cross,

shift, and interchange. 2-opt is a path reversion within a route. Cross is an interchange of

paths between two routes such that one end of each path is a depot. Shift and interchange are

relocation of a path from one route to another and interchange of paths between two routes,

respectively, where the maximum lengths of paths are limited to a constant.

The object of each operation in local search | that is, the internal data representation of

the solution | is a single connected loop of a doubly linked list, where each node in the list

has one of the following types a priori:

� A depot (DC: distribution center),

� A point to deliver or pick up goods (visit),

� A point that expresses a return to an original depot (MDC: middle DC).

Neighborhood operations are decomposed into flip and move operations, where flip is a re-

version of a path and move is a relocation of a path in the doubly linked list. A route is made

to disappear by applying neighborhood operations when a path between a neighboring pair of

DCs becomes empty (or MDCs only), and a route is generated when visits are inserted into an

empty path between DCs.
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1: Initialize a list LB of pairs of a base and gains so that it is empty.

2: b := s: /* Let b be the current solution s. */

3: for each node v 2 s f /* Select a node in a doubly linked list. */

4: Consider v as a base so that N(s) will be calculated accordingly.

5: for each neighborhood solution t 2 N(s)

6: if (F (b; t) = Y ) /* If a gainful neighborhood is found, */

7: b := t. /* update the current best solution. */

8: if (b 6= s) /* If a gainful neighborhood has been found, append the base */

9: LB := LB [ fv; L(s)� L(b); P (s)� P (b); R(s)�R(b)g: /* v and gains to LB . */

10: g

11: Sort LB in decreasing order of gains, while F is referenced to compare gains.

12: Initialize a list QLS of non-searched vertices so that it is empty.

13: Initialize a list Q0

LS
of updated routes so that it is empty.

14: for each node v 2 LB f /* Select a node in LB . */

15: Consider v as a base so that N(s) will be calculated accordingly.

16: b := s: /* Let b be the current solution s. */

17: for each neighborhood solution t 2 N(s)

18: if (F (b; t) = Y ) /* If a gainful neighborhood is found, */

19: b := t. /* update the current best solution. */

20: if (b 6= s) f /* If a gainful neighborhood has been found, */

21: Insert the end nodes of updated edges into QLS.

22: Insert the �rst nodes (DCs) of updated routes into Q0

LS
.

23: g

24: g

25: while (jQLS j 6= 0) f

26: Remove a random node v from QLS:

27: Consider v as a base so that N(s) will be calculated accordingly.

28: b := s: /* Let b be the current solution s. */

29: for each neighborhood solution t 2 N(s)

30: if (F (b; t) = Y ) /* If a gainful neighborhood is found, */

31: b := t. /* update the current best solution. */

32: if (b 6= s) f /* If a gainful neighborhood has been found, */

33: Insert the end nodes of updated edges into QLS.

34: Insert the �rst nodes (DCs) of updated routes into Q0

LS
.

35: g

36: g

Fig. 2. A local search with the simple-best-improve strategy
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In the searching part of neighborhood operations, a base node (a search origin) is �rst selected,

partner nodes are then selected, one by one, to identify paths to reverse or paths and places to

relocate or interchange, and the gain (reduction in cost) of each operation is examined. Once a

base has been selected, the radius from the base is determined within which promising partners

that provide neighborhood operations to reduce the running time can be found. The proximity

search with a search radius, when the metric is L2 or L1, is generally performed by a k-d tree

[16]; however, because the metric in the problem under consideration is determined according

to the shortest paths on a digital road map, the algorithm uses a set of sorted lists for all the

nodes, called a neighbor-list, in which nodes are sorted in order of distance.

Figure 2 shows the procedure of local search using a search strategy devised by the authors,

called simple-best-improve. In this strategy, the �rst transition is the same as in the steepest

decent method, and the following transitions are performed by the �rst-improve according to

the information on gradients obtained during the �rst transition. The local search with the

simple-best-improve strategy can �nd more optimal solutions than that with the �rst-improve

strategy.

3.2. Escape methods

Escape methods are for changing a local opt so that the next application of the local search

may output a di�erent (preferably a more optimal) solution. The authors devised the following

two escape methods (Figs. 3 and 4):

Non-increasing route extraction method: Extract one or more routes, and insert each

extracted node (visit) into the best position in any non-empty routes.

Objective tuning method: Select one or more routes, set an objective tuning ag to the

�rst node (DC) of each route so that their objective functions will be augmented in the local

search.

When the optimization objective is minimization of the number of routes and the current best

solution is feasible (P = 0), tuning ags are also set to the �rst nodes (DC) of empty routes.

When the objective is minimization of the maximum number of routes and the target solution is

feasible, tuning ags are set in the same way for routes based at depots whose number of routes

is the smallest. If the tuning ag of a route is set upon evaluation of objective functions, its

running time L is added to the penalty P , and the penalty is further multiplied by a constant.

According to experiments using arti�cial test instances, the objective tuning method performs

better than other methods [4,5]. The non-increasing route extraction method, when the current
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A local opt. A route is extracted. Each extracted node is inserted

into any nonempty route.

Fig. 3. Non-increasing route extraction method

A route is selected. Length of the selected route is

augmented in local search.

Fig. 4. Objective tuning method

solution is infeasible, can eÆciently reduce its penalty. The objective tuning method does not

change the solution, while it guides the local search so that the selected routes will shrink and

disappear. Because it also guides the local search to prevent the use of empty routes, visits

removed from shrinking or disappearing routes are inserted into one of non-empty routes if

possible.

3.3. The improved iterated local search

The improved iterated local search (IILS) is a variant of iterated local search (ILS), to which a

terminating condition is added. Figure 5 shows the procedure of the proposed algorithm, which

is based on the IILS and equipped with local search with the simple-best-improve strategy, the

non-increasing route extraction method, and the objective tuning method. Step 20 in the

procedure may be replaced by the non-increasing route extraction method, whereby nodes in

a route selected from QR are extracted. The list of routes QR contains candidate routes for

tuning of objectives (or for extraction). When the best solution is updated, routes updated in

the last local search are inserted into the list. The list of routes Q0
LS contains the �rst nodes
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1: Set an initial solution to the current solution s, and the best solution b.

2: Initialize a list of non-searched routes QR so that it contains the �rst node (DC) for all the routes.

3: t := LS(s): /* Apply the local search to the current solution s. */

4: if (P (t) > 0) f /* If the obtained local opt t is infeasible, */

5: mi := 0 for all i 2 D: /* clear all the objective tuning ags mi, and */

6: t := LS(s): /* retry the local search. */

7: g

8: if (F (b; t) = Y ) f /* If the obtained local opt t is more optimal than the best solution b, */

9: b := t, s := t: /* update the best and current solutions, and */

10: QR := QR [Q0

LS
: /* append the �rst node (DC) of updated routes into the list. */

11: g else f /* If the best solution has not been updated by the local search, */

12: s := b: /* revive the best solution. */

13: g

14: mi := 0 for all i 2 D: /* Clear all the objective tuning ags. */

15: Extract nodes that violate any constraints, and insert each into the best position.

16: if (P (s) > 0) f /* If the solution after performing Step 15 still violates any constraints, */

17: Apply the non-increasing route extract method to s.

18: g else f

19: if (jQRj = 0) Terminate the process.

20: mi := 1 for i 2 QR: /* Set an objective tuning ag to a random route i in QR. */

21: QR := QR � fig: /* Remove the selected route from QR. */

22: mi := 1 for all i 2 D; jrij = 0: /* Set objective tuning ags to empty routes. */

23: g

24: Go to 3

Fig. 5. Procedure of the improved iterated local search.

(DCs) of routes updated by neighborhood operations, and is maintained in the local search.

The IILS equipped with the objective tuning method performs as if it were changing the

con�guration space landscape repeatedly, so that a local opt (a valley) becomes a penalized

solution (a high mountain), and �nds another local opt. It di�ers from other algorithms that

search within a feasible space, such as tabu search [3,7,8,9]. The idea of penalizing features in

a solution is also seen in guided local search (GLS) [3,10,17,18]; the di�erence is that, in GLS,

static features (arcs) of a solution are penalized, so that the next local opt will not contain the

selected features, while the proposed objective tuning method penalizes dynamic features, such

as selected routes and empty routes in delivery route optimization problems, so that the next

local search will remove or not generate the selected dynamic features. Note that the objective
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tuning method for delivery route optimization problems guides the local search to reduce the

number of routes, while GLS only guides it to escape from local opts.

4. Case studies of the delivery route optimization

This section introduces applications of the delivery route optimization to real delivery op-

erations in Japanese banks. All the introduced examples are from real banks whose internal

logistics problems were analyzed by the authors. For reasons of con�dentiality, the names of

the banks are not revealed, and points are not plotted on a road map. Detailed descriptions

of delivery operations are also omitted for reasons of con�dentiality and space limitation, and

only divided or simpli�ed problems are described.

The algorithm used for optimization is the improved iterated local search equipped with local

search with the simple-best-improve strategy, the non-increasing route extraction method, and

the objective tuning method. Each optimization was performed until the termination condition

(Step 19 in Fig. 5) was met. The execution times for each problem ranged from a few minutes

to about 30 minutes on a PC with 116-MHz CPU, depending on the problem size.

4.1. Delivery operations in banks

Delivery operations in banks are classi�ed as follows:

� Cash delivery

� Internal mail delivery (transportation of drafts, documents, etc.)

Cash delivery includes transportation of cash between branch oÆces and the head oÆce in

order to maintain the amount of cash at each oÆce at a certain level, and also includes trans-

portation of cash in order to replenish (or extract) the amount in ATMs installed at unmanned

booths. Although it depends on the banks whether the two types of delivery operations are sep-

arated or consolidated, they are generally separated into two or more operations because of the

di�erence in load shapes and required security levels. For example, the operation introduced in

the next subsection for replenishing cash in ATMs tends to be treated as a separate operation,

because the loads are cartridges to be packed into ATMs, which are quite di�erent from other

loads handled in banks, and the required security level is high. This paper introduces three

case studies of ATM cash replenishment operations in Japanese banks.
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4.2. Operation for replenishing cash in ATMs

Case 1

Problem: In a bank, cash is currently replenished in ATMs installed at about 200 locations

in a prefecture from 20 centers. The time allocated for exchanging a cartridge in an ATM is 30

minutes. The working time of cash transportation trucks is 4 hours in the morning. For each

ATM, cash needs to be replenished once in a week of 5 working days. Now, is it cost-e�ective

to consolidate the centers to two locations (places are given), reduce the cartridge exchange

time to 20 minutes, and expand the working time of cash transportation trucks to 9 hours? (In

this case, drivers should take a one-hour rest around noon.)

Model: Because this problem does not involve time windows or speci�cations for allowable

service depots, and does not require irregular schedules for days in a week, it can be modeled

straight-forwardly by the abstract model of the algorithm. A problem that includes all the

points may be �rst solved, the resulting routes may be divided into �ve groups for each center,

and each group may be then considered to be a plan for di�erent days. Because the number of

trucks currently based at each center is one, the maximum number of routes assigned to each

center is constrained to �ve in the model of the current problem. In the model of the assumed

problem, the numbers of routes are not limited.

Results: By performing optimization with the current model, a solution of 48 routes was

obtained (Fig. 6). This number is almost the same as the actual number. The number of

routes (for �ve days) assigned to each center is less than �ve, which means that the total

required number of trucks is 20, the same as the actual number. By performing optimization

with the assumed model, a solution of 18 routes (Fig. 7) was obtained, in which the numbers

of routes assigned to the two centers were 11 and 7, respectively. Next, the assumed model

was modi�ed to constrain the maximum number of routes to 10, and a solution was obtained

in which the numbers of routes were 9 for both centers. By considering the solution as plans

for 5 days, the total number of trucks required turned out to be 4.

In this bank, centers are also normal oÆces, and thus the maintenance cost of centers will

not change after consolidation of centers; however, it turned out that the number of trucks will

become one �fth, and therefore, the transportation cost will become about one �fth.
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Fig. 6. Result 1 of Case 1 Fig. 7. Result 2 of Case 1 Fig. 8. A result of Case 2

Case 2

Problem: In a bank, cash is replenished in ATMs installed at about 20 locations from one

center. The working time of the cash transportation trucks is 4 hours in the morning. The

time allocated for exchanging a cartridge in an ATM is 20 minutes. Now, is it cost-e�ective to

expand the working time of cash transportation trucks to 7 hours? (In this case, drivers should

take a one-hour rest at the center around noon.)

Model: The rest time at the center need not be a �xed time interval, and it should be possible

to move it forward or backward to obtain a better solution. Therefore, the rest time at the

center is treated as returning to the center (reuse of vehicles). To constrain trucks to return to

the center around noon, capacities of trucks are set to be lower than the actual values.

Results: By performing optimization with the current model, a solution of 6 trucks was

obtained, while by performing optimization with the assumed model, a solution of 3 trucks was

obtained (Fig. 8).

The obtained result is the same as one in which half of the routes obtained by the current

model are assigned to the afternoon. In this case, it turned out that the number of trucks

required can be reduced to half by expanding their working time.

Case 3

Problem: In a bank, the locations at which ATMs are installed are divided into two groups, and

cash replenishment operations for these groups are performed by two transportation companies

A and B, respectively. The two groups of locations are not separated into areas (spatially).

There is only one distribution center. Among the 112 locations assigned to company A, 52

locations need to be replenished once a week, and 60 locations need to be replenished twice a

week. Among the 72 locations assigned to company B, 51 locations need be replenished once
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Fig. 9. Result 1 of Case 3 Fig. 10. Result 2 of Case 3 Fig. 11. Result 3 of Case 3

a week, and 21 locations need be replenished twice a week. The replenishment operation is

executed on four days in a week. (The other working day is reserved for irregular operations.)

The time allocated for exchanging ATM cartridges is precisely speci�ed for each location.

Drivers must take a one-hour rest around noon. Now, is it cost-e�ective to consolidate the two

transportation companies into one?

Model: Although there is only one distribution center, represent it as two logical centers

(centers 1 and 2). In the input data, each location requiring two replenishments a week is

represented as two points, and centers 1 and 2 are speci�ed for each point as allowable base

centers, respectively. Each location requiring one replenishment a week is represented normally

as a single point, and may be served from either one of the two centers. The objective of

optimization is minimization of the maximum number of routes so that the routes assigned to

each of centers 1 and 2 may be divided into two groups, and each group may be considered as

a plan for a di�erent day.

Results: By performing optimization with the current model, results were obtained that the

numbers of routes assigned to centers 1 and 2 were both 10 for locations covered by company

A (Fig. 9), and 6 and 5, respectively, for locations covered by company B (Fig. 10). These

results mean that the required numbers of trucks are 5 and 3, respectively, which are almost the

same as the actual numbers. When the optimization was performed with the assumed model,

14 routes were assigned to both centers (Fig. 11), which means that the total required number

of trucks is 7.

The results showed that the required number of trucks can be reduced by one if the two

companies commissioned to carry out delivery operations are consolidated into one.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, an algorithm for delivery route optimization was proposed, and its applications

to cash transportation operations in Japanese banks were introduced.

The proposed algorithm includes newly devised methods and techniques, such as the simple-

best-improve strategy in local searching, two escape methods | the non-increasing route ex-

traction and the objective tuning methods | and the improved iterated local search. Among

them, the simple-best-improve strategy in local searching and the improved iterated local search

are not speci�c to delivery route optimization, and can be applied to other types of optimiza-

tion problems. The objective tuning method can also be applied to other types of optimization

problems if the solution representations are carefully designed. The proposed algorithm was

used for real problems, and showed adequate level of performance.

As examples of how real problems can be modeled by using the model and constraints of the

algorithm, cash replenishment operations in Japanese banks were introduced, and three real

instances were analyzed in detail. Although one of them is not compatible with the model

provided by the algorithm, it can be logically modeled by introducing virtual depots and so on.

This type of technique is sometimes necessary in modeling real problems. Note, however, that

this type of modeling is not desirable, and it is better to solve the problem by enhancing the

modeling power of the algorithm or making it more exible.

For all three case studies, delivery route optimization resulted in a further reduction of current

logistics costs by changing delivery operations. This implies that delivery route optimization

could drastically improve delivery planning in various �elds where it is currently performed

by human experts on the basis of experience and inspiration. For example, the speed of the

delivery route optimization, which is much faster than that of human experts, enables a delivery

plan for a day to be generated in the morning on that day; consequently, inexible and costly

�xed-route delivery could become obsolete. If a demand forecast is provided with the delivery

route optimization, it could be used in mid-term planning of logistics operation commissions.

There are many other applications in various �elds.

In future studies, the authors plan to enhance the modeling power of the algorithm, and to

improve its search power. They also plan to evaluate the algorithm in comparison with other

approaches by using benchmark instances, and to apply the proposed methods to other types

of optimization problems.
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